AGENDA
Wednesday September 2nd, 2020 at
3:00pm Conference Room at the
Nanton Town Office, 1907 – 21 Avenue
Teams meeting available to participants

FINANCE COMMITTEE

1.

CALL TO ORDER & ADOPTION OF AGENDA:

1.1

The Finance Committee was called to order by

1.2

Adoption of Agenda

2.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS & BUSINESS ARISING:

2.1

Minutes from the Finance Committee meeting of August 13th and 26th to be on the Regular
Agenda for September 8th 2020.

3.

NEW AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS:

3.1

Fees & Rates (Parks and Recreation only) review - E

3.2

AUMA Lobby regarding the provincial assessment review- E

4.

REPORTS / AGENDA BUILDING:

5.

ADJOURNMENT:

at

a.m.
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MINUTES
Thursday August 13, 2020 at 3:00 p.m.
Conference Room at the Town Office
1907– 21 Avenue

FINANCE COMMITTEE
MEMBERS:

Chairperson John Dozeman and Members Victor Czop (electronic participant) ,
Members at Large Steve Staples and Mayor Jennifer Handley (ex-oficio).

OTHERS:

Neil Smith

Chief Administrative Officer

1.

CALL TO ORDER & ADOPTION OF AGENDA:

1.1

The meeting was called to order by Chair Dozeman at 3:00 pm.

RESOLUTION # 1 - 20/08/13 – 13 - Staples
IT WAS MOVED to accept the agenda for the August 13, 2020 Finance Committee meeting as
distributed. CARRIED

2.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS & BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES:

2.1

Minutes of the last meeting of the January 13, 2020 Finance Committee were accepted at the
Regular Meeting of Council held January 20th, 2020.

3.

NEW AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS:

3.1

Audit Services RFP – E

A discussion was held with respect to the desired involvement of the Committee and Council in the
Request for Proposals as the Finance Committee had been involved in the last 2015 review.
RECOMMENDATION # 1 - 20/08/13 – 13 – Handley
RECOMMEND TO COUNCIL that the Chief Administrative Officer provide Council with a breakdown of
the ultimate award decision with respect to the ‘Audit Services’ contract. CARRIED
3.2

Stimulus Project Funding - E

Discussion was held with respect to the challenges of submitting a reasonable proposal to the Province
for the use of the Municipal Stimulus Fund allocation by October 1st 2020 given the sum involved and the
rules attached. Some ideas were also floated:
 26th Avenue sidewalk
 Arena projects
 Community Centre and other furnace/ HVAC needs.
It was noted that a Request for Decision would be required at the September 8th meeting.
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RECOMMENDATION # 2 - 20/08/13 – 13 – Staples
RECOMMEND TO COUNCIL that it budget for projects that do not exceed the allocation for the Municipal
Stimulus Program in 2021 AND FURTHER THAT multiple smaller projects be alternately considered if
eligible . CARRIED
3.3

Asset Management Update – E

The following topics were discussed within the item:
 The need to move away from the costly Citywide platform;
 The imminent cohort Asset Management training/ facilitation event from AUMA.
 The high likelihood that administration will be directed to reduce or eliminate the Citywide cost
centre for 2021 even if a long term solution cannot presently be sourced.
3.4

Fees & Rates Bylaw Review 2020 discussion - E

The following topics were discussed:
 The only debate in utilities likely being whether a new “Year 5” is added to the schedule;
 The focus on recreation fee levels and their fairness/ cost recovery effectiveness around COVID
adaptation and the Local/ Non-Local user dimension;
 Pursuing a dependable capital stream for building a reserve independently of external funds;
 The need to update cemetery fees and rates (separate bylaw).
It was noted that a Request for Decision with a draft schedule would be required at the September 8th
meeting and that a further committee meeting would be necessary.

4.

REPORTS / AGENDA BUILDING:

The next meeting was set at August 26th at 3 pm (Committee Room).

5.

ADJOURNMENT:

RESOLUTION # 3 - 20/01/13 – 13 - Handley
Moved to adjourn the Finance Committee meeting at 5:24 pm
TOWN OF NANTON

CHIEF ELECTED OFFICIAL

CHAIRPERSON

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

NS:ll
These minutes accepted and signed this 8the day of September, 2020.
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Finance Committee Meeting August 13, 2020.

REQUEST FOR DECISION
Meeting: September 8th 2020

THRC Operational, Capital and Fee Policy 2020/21
Recommendation(s):

Recommendation 1:
That the draft Parks and Recreation Fee Schedule (as presented/amended) is put forward
September 8th.
Recommendation 2:
[To Council] That the CAO amend the reserve policy as follows:



to establish the percentage of funds going to the Arena reserve at a minimum of 5% and
lower the minimum annual contribution to the Building reserve to 10%.
that 25% of funds received annually from the MD of Willow Creek for recreation support
are transferred to the Arena reserve as an annual contribution to capital.

Recommendation 3:
[To Council] That Council consider transferring up to 40% of the balance of the Building
Reserve to the Arena Multiplex Reserve in recognition that:



The THRC is far and away the largest municipal facility for which to establish reserve
funds;
A $500,000 reserve can potentially be established within 5 years or smaller projects can
continue to be planned and executed independently of MSI/ Local Government Fiscal
Framework changes.

Background/Analysis
THRC Operations
These operations are heavily subsidized and alterations to user fees would not make significant
fiscal impacts. Most of the THRC’s user fees are at a relatively competitive level with other
similar or neighbouring communities – care should be taken when increasing fees that
community advantages that bring user groups and spectators to town are not lost. That is an
economic development multiplier effect that cannot be measured through pure revenue/expense
analysis. The Town is not legislated to achieve full cost recovery from user fees in this area,
likely because there is a barely an arena anywhere that achieves cost recovery through user
fees. This does not mean that cost recovery should not be a goal of the Town or that annual

inflationary adjustments are not implemented to prevent further loss of ground to increasing
costs.

It is also important to recognize where new fees need to be introduced to resolve both long term
and shorter term issues, even if it’s just to resolve the question over what a charge is (e.g. for a
public tournament vs. a private rental).

THRC TAX-USER FEE BALANCE 2015-19
(AVERAGE $540,720 OPERATIONAL COST)

Average Tax
Subsidy,
322223.6, 60%

Average THRC
Revenue,
218496.6, 40%

THRC TAX-USER FEE BALANCE 2015-19
(WITHOUT MD ANNUAL $50K)

Average THRC
Revenue
31%
Average Tax
Subsidy
69%

MD contributions are not sourced from users, so this average picture is a more realistic
representation of the current gap between users and costs for operating the facility.

THRC TAX-USER FEE BALANCE 2015-19
(IF MD CONTRIBUTED 20% OPERATIONAL
BUDGET/ ANNUAL $108K)

Average Tax
Subsidy
54%

Average THRC
Revenue
46%

Additional revenue of approximately $60-65,000 annually would be needed to move to a fairer
balance between user/other government revenue and the Nanton municipal tax base. This
assumes numerous economic factors staying reasonably stable, which cannot be counted upon
at this time. It would also be extremely difficult to predict the impact of fee changes and future
levels of usership at this time. Some fees, if too high, can also become a revenue barrier if the
public or groups discontinue use, but operational costs remain the same or greater.

Comments on Park Fees
Baseball Fees could never recover maintenance costs or return any significant revenue given
the very low levels of use they have. It was noted that Claresholm charges nothing for their
private rental use unless there is a tournament ($1,000). It is worth considering that, for our
local renters, free use as an amenity may actually boost use and justify the support f the
amenity by the taxpayer.
It has been noted that the lack of other parks fees for private or public functions by third
parties may give the impression that our parks are not open for business or use for anything
other than general public use, which is not the case. Some nominal fees are therefore put
forward for consideration to largely help focus minds on the part of both interested parties and
staff.
Comment on Damage/Cleaning Deposits
Users of Town recreation facilities have been taking advantage of the lack of a mandatory
damage deposit to get away with occasional, but sometimes significant, incidents involving
damage to municipal property or the generation of significant cleanup costs. A damage deposit,
held in the form of a cheque or deposited as cash, avoids incidents of damage becoming
unnecessarily confrontational or political with the user group, who are perfectly entitled to try
and reclaim their lost deposits from the individuals responsible (or their parents). The Town
should not need to be dealing directly with parents.

Comment on Annual Advertising Rates
It is not recommended that advertising rates remain static. A 5 per cent increase is outlines, but
10 percent could be reasonably considered. While LED rolling advertising/sponsorship is not
yet developed, a rate is proposed for clarity for staff working on such arrangements in future.

Comment on Public Skate Rates
Some communities do not charge for public skate at all. This may be worth some roundtable
discussion in future from a Nanton standpoint.

Comment on Arena Prime and Non-Prime Rents
Contrary to some assertions out there, research has generally shown that the Town’s rates are
not well below what others charge – it’s more than some/ less than others. A cautious increase
could be considered for non-prime hours, however.
A tournament rate, structured similarly to that of High River, is suggested for consideration,
based upon a formula using the prime rates, but offering a small discount. This is proposed in
recognition that tournaments bring multiplier benefits to the community.

10% COVID surcharge
A 10% covid surcharge is place in the schedule, reflecting current discussion about the costs of
cleaning and sanitization. As this is a transient feel, it must be worded to reflect that it will be
removed at the end of the period where AHS requires operations to have additional guideline
compliance. The alternative is to either increase all fees for the THRC by 10% across the
board and review in one calendar year as an extraordinary cleaning fee

Comment on Pool Fees
The pool needs to be both well used by the public and have a degree of defensible cost
recovery. Fees were generally increased in 2019 and are sitting at a fairly competitive level. No
broad increases at this time should be considered. However, the family and youth season
passes do not compare particularly well with some communities, requiring a significant number
of swims to be cost effective when compared to ten pass punch cards, for example. It is
proposed to bring the season passes for youth down to $60 and $65 (from $90 and $99) and
the family rate to $170 (from $200) to assess if these changes have an impact on pool use
statistics in 2021. In addition, some changes are recommended for non-local swim club rentals
and the introduction of a rental fee for the new wibit.

THRC Capital:
THRC Capital/ depreciation is not currently being funded unless that has been considered the
function of the general Building Reserve. Administration cannot sanction relying upon
emergency fundraising by community groups as a crutch in the event of a serious infrastructure
failure – it also makes actual capital planning for a municipal facility essentially impossible or
improbable. It also means that a municipal contribution in a larger leveraged proposal must
come wholly from debentures rather than reserve. This is a significant concern given the age of
the building and the regular need to replace costly components. It looks very likely that the new
Local Government Fiscal Framework, replacing MSI, will be substantially less generous than
before (from 2022) and must be shared with other competing capital priorities of the Town.
An annual number that the Town should be committing to an arena reserve is challenging to
estimate if we take even the very low net book value of the facility ($3.5 million) as a baseline
for calculations. A $500,000 reserve would be a start and if that was the goal, a 5% annual
contribution would be $25,000. This would be achievable but it would take a long time to reach
the $500,000 goal and the building is old. A $50,000 annual reserve contribution would be
recommended. Obviously the bigger the reserve goal we set the bigger the annual contribution
should be.
The current building and land improvement reserve sits at $654,957 – the current reserve policy
states that 15% of the annual reserve contribution goes to this reserve. One option could be
that, going forward, 5% specifically goes to the arena and the other 10% goes to other building
and land improvements. In 2020 if this were the case $23,750 would go to an arena reserve and
$47,500 would go to the building and other land improvements reserve.

Building an Arena Multiplex Capital Reserve (unadjusted for
inflation, interest or donation variation)
250000
206250

200000
165000
150000
123750
100000
82500
50000

41250

0
Year 1

Year2
Annual contribution

Year 3
Private Donations

Year 4
Reserve Balance

Year 5

Based upon a $23750 annual contribution from tax, $12,500 annual transfer from MD support
and a speculative annual donation level of $5000.

Conclusion
This is a challenging year to make big changes to user fees or capital policy. The
recommendations provided are an attempt to create a more solid foundation for the Tom
Hornecker Recreation Centre irrespective of how events turn out. Should a collapse in user
revenue be around the corner, there will have to be further discussions about how the
municipality moves forward with the THRC.

Recommendation(s):

Recommendation 1:
That the draft Parks and Recreation Fee Schedule (as presented/amended) is put forward
September 8th.
Recommendation 2:
[To Council] That the CAO amend the reserve policy as follows:



to establish the percentage of funds going to the Arena reserve at a minimum of 5% and
lower the minimum annual contribution to the Building reserve to 10%.
that 25% of funds received annually from the MD of Willow Creek for recreation support
are transferred to the Arena reserve as an annual contribution to capital.

Recommendation 3:
[To Council] That Council consider transferring up to 40% of the balance of the Building
Reserve to the Arena Multiplex Reserve in recognition that:



The THRC is far and away the largest municipal facility for which to establish reserve
funds;
A $500,000 reserve can potentially be established within 5 years or smaller projects can
continue to be planned and executed independently of MSI/ Local Government Fiscal
Framework changes.

2019
Actual

Town of Nanton
2020 - 2022
PARKS AND RECREATION
For the (7) months ending July 31, 2020
2018
2017
Actual
Actual

2016
Actual

2015
Actual

PARKS
Revenue
Rentals, Franchise, Contracts
Other revenues
Total Revenue
Expense
Salaries, Wages & Benefits
Contracted & General Services
Materials, Goods, Supplies
Utilities
Total Expense
NET EXCESS (DEFICIT)

$6,382

$5,748

$5,212
1,463

$2,766
2,500

$2,260

6,382

5,748

6,674

5,266

2,260

65,036
40,564
26,831
3,159

99,861
12,400
16,985
2,667

112,492
35,779
44,219
1,825

111,309
30,414
47,058
1,767

73,414
50,973
18,017
1,400

135,590

131,912

194,315

190,549

143,803

-129,209

-126,164

-187,641

-185,283

-141,543

TOM HORNECKER RECREATION CENTRE
Revenue
Sales & User Fees
Rentals, Franchise, Contracts
Government transfers
Other revenues

22,599
126,229
54,625
4,653

31,526
125,003
62,070
4,507

28,978
138,680
68,729
4,519

21,663
129,772
72,583
5,630

7,969
129,705
50,000
3,043

Total Revenue

208,106

223,106

240,906

229,648

190,717

Expense
Salaries, Wages & Benefits
244,804
Contracted & General Services
176,462
Materials, Goods, Supplies
27,586
Utilities
92,039
Tfrs & Grants to Other Organizations
Service Charges, Debentures
Other Expenditures

334,900
170,522
49,632
86,423
800
417

297,418
148,381
32,621
84,580
800

258,756
117,131
36,179
72,284
800

259,254
96,161
40,278
74,571

Total Expense

540,891

642,695

563,800

485,150

-332,784

-419,589

-322,895

-255,502

-280,348 -322223.6

-545,753

-505,673

-436,631

-415,259

NET EXCESS (DEFICIT)

218,497

800
471,064

540,720

RECREATION & EVENT PROGRAMMING
Revenue
Government transfers

1,000

Total Revenue

1,000

Expense
Salaries, Wages & Benefits
105,854
Contracted & General Services
11,024
Materials, Goods, Supplies
6,578
Tfrs & Grants to Other Organizations
800
Service Charges, Debentures
247
Total Expense

124,503

NET EXCESS (DEFICIT)

-123,503

NET EXCESS (DEFICIT)

-586,493

Tuesday, December 31, 2019

BYLAW # XXXX/19
PARKS AND
– SCHEDULE
RECREATION
“E” FEES AND RATES
(Rates include GST where applicable, unless otherwise stated)
Local users are defined as residents or organizations based within the Town of Nanton.
PARKS

Current

Proposed

Fort Macleod Rates

High River Rates

Claresholm Rates

Okotoks Rates

Baseball Diamond Per Day
Baseball Diamond Rental, Non-Local Based Group (adult)

$80.00

$90

$

50.00

$100 approx

no charge

Baseball Diamond Rental, Local Based Group (adult)

$64.00

$68

$

25.00

$100 approx

no charge

Baseball Diamond Rental – Local Minor Group
Delete
Baseball Diamon Rental - School/Child/Youth (define)

$64.00

$

20.00

$50 approx

no charge

$60

Adult tournament event rate

$300

1000

Minor tournament event rate

$200

1000

THRC Wall Sign – 2’ X 4’

$75.60

THRC Wall Sign – 2’ X 4’ with Information Centre

$194.00

203.7

THRC Wall Sign – 2’ X 8’

$210.00

220.5

THRC Wall Sign – 2’ X 8’ with Information Centre

$331.00

THRC Wall Sign – 4’ X 8’

$244.00

347.55

256.2

$365.00

383.25

$15.00

15.75

$20.00

21

THRC Rink Board Sign 32 sq.ft. and over, per sq.ft

$30.00

31.5

THRC Ice Signage – as per agreement (3’x6’ site)

$150.00

157.5

THRC Wall Sign 32 sq.ft. and under, per sq.ft.
THRC Wall Sign 32 sq.ft. and under, per sq.ft with info centre/per sq.ft.

305

290

D
R

THRC Wall Sign – 4’ X 8’ with Information Centre

AF

$72.00

T

ADVERTISING ANNUAL RATES

THRC Wall Sign 32 sq.ft. and over, per sq.ft.

$80

LED monitor rolling advertising (per season)
FACILITY RATES (Lease/ LOC agreements may apply)

Heated Storage Room rental w/power/month

$26.00

$26.00

Dry Storage – no power/month

$24.00

$24.00

Warm Room rental per hr

$33.00

$33.00

LCD projector & screen (use within THRC only)

$29.00

$29.00

Lounge for meetings (only available from Apr 1 – Sept each yr)

$33.00

$33.00

407.5

Vulcan rates

Projector & Screen Rental (use within THRC only)
Additional staffing required and or general holidays per hr

$29.00
$75.00

$29.00
$75.00

Extraordinary cleaning per hr (to be charged in ½ hr increments)

$35.00

$35.00

Town Initiated Programing 1 – per class, per person
(plus cost of external trainer /coach, if required)

$50.00

$50.00

THRC Car Park private rental or public event

$30 per day or part thereof

DAMAGE/CLEANING DEPOSITS

$150
$500 if deposit lost in previous 2 calendar years

$65.00

68.25

Local Minor Sports / hr

$55.00

55

Non-local Sports Groups / hr

$60.00

63

Public Use – No food or drink / day

$540.00

567

Public Use – drink & food permitted /day

$635.00

666.75

Pickle Ball – Drop in individual

$5.50

5.8

Pickle Ball – Drop in Ten Pass

$47.00

ICE SURFACE
Public Skate Admission

$100.00

49.35

105

D
R

Pickle Ball – Individual Season Pass

AF

Public Use - No food or drink / hr

T

DRY ICE ARENA RENT

$0.00

0

no charge

free

Public Skate - 6 to 12 years

$3.00

3

no charge

free

Public Skate - 13 years and over

$4.00

4

no charge

free

$10.00

$10.00

no charge

free

Family Season Skating Pass

$310.00

310

6 to 12 years

$160.00

160

13 years and over

$190.00

190

$37.00

37

Under 6 years (with 16 years or over)

Public Skate - Family (must include one parent/guardian)

Public Skate Season Passes

Ten Pass

ARENA RENT – PRIME TIME = all other hours than Non-Prime
Local Adult Group per hour

$117.00

117

$

120.00

$132.00

100

$

105.00

Local Youth Group per hour

$78.00

78

$

85.00

$132.00

69.5

$

60.00

Local Youth Group w/Warm Room per hour

$94.00

94

Non-Local Adult Group per hour

$222.00

222

$

150.00

$191.00

127

$

135.00

Non-Local Youth Group per hour

$124.00

124

$

125.00

$191.00

121.25

Non Prime Local Youth Group per hour

$57.00

$60.00

$

85.00

$132.00

45.2

Non Prime Local Adult Group per hour

$88.00

$90.00

$

120.00

$132.00

Non Prime Non-Local Youth Group per hour

$93.00

$100.00

$

125.00

$164

Non Prime Non-Local Adult Group per hour

$160.00

$165.00

$

150.00

$164

1053
1998
702
1116

AF

ADULT TOURNAMENT RATE (LOCAL) (10 prime hours for 9)
ADULT TOURNAMENT RATE (NON-LOCAL) (10 prime hours for 9)
YOUTH TOURNAMENT RATE (LOCAL) (10 prime hours for 9)
YOUTH TOURNAMENT RATE (NON-LOCAL) (10 prime hours for 9)

10% surcharge

POOL GENERAL ADMISSION

D
R

FACILITY RENTAL COVID-19 MAINTAINENANCE FEE
charged until AHS guidelines change or expire
AQUATICS FEES

T

ARENA RENT – Non Prime Hours = 6:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

$0.00

0

Under 3 $0.00

2

6 to 12 years of age – per session

$4.00

4

4-12 $3.50

3.25

13 years and over – per session

$5.00

5

13-17 $4.00

3.25

$14.00

$14.00

$15.00

13

$200.00

170

$140

$200 (3 month pass)

6 to 12 years

$90.00

60

$52

$56 (3 month pass)

13 years and over

$99.00

65

$57

$56 (3 month pass)

Ten Pass Punch Card 6 to 12 years

$36.00

36

28

Ten Pass Punch Card 13 + years

$45.00

45

28

Under 6 years of age (must be accompanied by person 16+)
- per session

Family (must include one parent/guardian) – per session

POOL SEASON PASS
Family

POOL USE
Hourly Pool Rent

$80.00

$80

Hourly Pool Rent with Lounge

$96.00

$96

Local Swim Club Pool Rent / hr

$53.00

Local Swim Club Lane Rent / lane/ hr

$125

90

$53

$200

50

$14.00

$14

$15

Non-Local Swim Club Pool Rent / hr

$70.00

$100

$200

90

Non-Local Swim Club Lane Rent / lane/ hr

$20.00

$17

$15

25

$50

$50

Pool Wibit
SWIM LESSONS

$36.75
$58.80

$37.50
$60.00

Swimmer 3-Swimmer 6 (1 hr classes)
25% lesson fee discount when bundles with season pass
25% lesson fee discount when bundles with season pass

5 class set
8 class set

$42.00
$67.20

$43
$68.50

Rookie/Ranger/Star
25% lesson fee discount when bundles with season pass
25% lesson fee discount when bundles with season pass

5 class set
8 class set

$63.00
$100.80

AF

5 Class Set
8 Class Set

$64.50
$102.80

D
R

Bronze Star – 16 hr session

$105.00

$107.00

$141.75

$143.00

$141.75

$143.00

Bronze Medallion + Bronze Cross

$252.00

$255.00

Private Lesson - Per ½ hr session

$36.75

$38.00

5 class set
8 class set

$47.25
$75.60

$49.00
$77.00

10 Punch Pass Aquafit

$6.30
$52.50

$7.00
$60.00

Standard First Aid* – 16 hrs

$157.50

$159.00

National Lifeguard* – 40 hrs

$325.50

$328.00

Lifesaving Society Swim & Lifesaving Instructor* – 40 hrs

$325.50

$328.00

$84.00

$86.00

Bronze Medallion – 18-20 hr session
Bronze Cross – 18-20 hr session

Group Lessons (Non Specific)
+13/Adult ages

AquaFit – 13
Per
+ ages
class

Recertification (all advanced courses*)
FACILITY RENTAL COVID-19 MAINTAINENANCE FEE

T

27.50 - 4 lessons

Parent-Tot / Swimmer 1 / Swimmer 2
25% lesson fee discount when bundles with season pass
25% lesson fee discount when bundles with season pass

10% surcharge

See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule
See HR schedule

44 - 4 lessons

55 - 5 lessons

80
130
125
225
18 per half hour

125
300
300

alternatively we apply the extraordinary cleaning fee as standard for the next year or so?

ADDITIONAL COMMUNITY EVENTS POLICY RATES
DAMAGE/CLEANING DEPOSITS

$150-$500 dependent on risk factors (see policy).

Street/Road closure permits

$0

Community Bylaw Noise Exception

$0
$10.00 per day or part thereof

Public event or function in parks (if not listed elsewhere)

$25.00 per day or part thereof

Town staff/ crew support or assistance for a third party rental or event outside of the THRC facility.

$70 per hour ($40 per hour without a vehicle), plus a holiday fee of an additional 50% for weekend
or outside working hours service and an additional 100% for holiday service.
See policy foe exceptions.

D
R

AF

T

Private rentals or functions in parks (if not listed elsewhere)

ITEM 3.2 - PLEASE READ ALL ATTACHED BACKGROUND MATERIAL FROM AUMA

DRAFT ONLY – AUMA asked that we personalize them to our context.
, 2020
FIRST LAST
RIDING
Via email: EMAIL ADDRESS
Dear MLA

,

Re: Impacts of Assessment Model Changes on Municipalities
The Town of Nanton is concerned with the proposed changes to the assessment model for regulated
properties (i.e. wells and pipelines) that were recently announced. The changes are intended to enhance
oil and gas industry competitiveness but will have serious impacts on the residents and businesses of our
community.
While Nanton will see only a small drop in taxation revenue from these proposed changes (approximately
$6000), the M.D. of Willow Creek will be drastically impacted, potentially putting into question any forward
momentum on new regional cost sharing models through our intermunicipal collaboration framework
agreement – a process (for recreation services) that the Province is currently supporting to the tune of
$200,000 for consulting and facilitation services (also involving Claresholm, Stavely and Fort Macleod). Is it
worth our proceeding in this context if the most we can arguably hope for is the retention of historic or
status quo levels of cost-sharing? The likely reduction to provincial funding from the Local Government
Fiscal Framework from 2022 makes this doubly concerning for the future of capital assets, like our arena,
that are indirectly used and supported by MD taxpayers.
The assessment model changes will shift a greater proportion of provincial education property taxes onto
urban property owners, because of the decrease in the assessment base in many rural municipalities.
Urban municipalities under 5,000 population will also be responsible for a greater portion of costs under
the new police costing model due to the program’s link to assessment – without guarantee of any
additional policing resources to the community.
The conclusion to be drawn from these combined measures is that most municipalities will be compelled
to reduce or eliminate services or levels of service to keep municipal property taxes affordable over the
next few years. For rural and small urban municipalities, the choices confronting Councils and their
administrations will be stark. An early victim of these changes could be capital reserve policies, the
preservation and growth of which is critical if provincial funding for municipal infrastructure is cut.
Pursuing leveraged federal funding
2510 Sparrow
Council urges you to ask the government to consider alternative assessment models. Few in Alberta
fail toDrive
Nisku, Alberta T9E 8N5
understand the scale of fiscal challenges that lie ahead and the need for reform (perhaps even local
780.955.3639
780.955.3615
RMAlberta.com

OFFICE:

FAX:

government systemic reform), but the notion that rural and urban municipalities will be able to adapt to
this new assessment model by further ‘tightening the belt’ could be misplaced.
Council supports the oil and gas industry in this province, but also believes in solutions that continue to
make our communities attractive, safe and enjoyable places to live. Please see the attached summary
prepared by the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association for further information on this issue.
Sincerely,

, Mayor
Municipality
cc: Barry Morishita, President, Alberta Urban Municipalities Association
Reeve and Council, MD of Willow Creek

2510 Sparrow Drive
Nisku, Alberta T9E 8N5
780.955.3639
780.955.3615
RMAlberta.com
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Key messages: Assessment Model Review
Deficiencies of the Review Process
•
•

We were disappointed that the Assessment Model Review process provided little opportunity for
input and consisted mainly of presentations from the ministries involved.
Our alternative solutions were ruled out early in the process, making the review a one-way process
in which AUMA, RMA, and the Assessment subject matter experts had a limited voice.

Flaws in the proposed assessment model
•

•
•

•
•

Regardless of which scenario the government implements, urban municipalities will be subject to
a 10% - 12% increase in the provincial education tax requisition, with residents and businesses
paying 4% to 5% more each year on their overall property tax bill.
Because the new Police Funding Model allocates funding according to assessment values, urban
municipalities under 5,000 will pay a larger amount towards policing costs.
This is a permanent change that benefits a small group of well-capitalized oil and gas companies,
and results in smaller Alberta-based companies paying more than they do now, effectively
subsidizing large, international corporations.
Additionally, those corporations are not being incentivized to reinvest their tax savings to boost
the Alberta economy and create much-needed jobs.
If implemented, each assessment model scenario will have far-reaching impacts on municipal tax
revenue, especially for rural municipalities, where oil wells and pipelines represent a significant
portion of the local assessment.

Potential solutions
•
•
•

AUMA strongly recommends abandoning changes to the assessment model in favour of
temporary incentive-based tax reductions for companies investing in Alberta.
AUMA would like the subject matter experts of the Ministry of Energy to be involved in developing
an incentive-based tax solution.
The province needs to be a partner in this solution by reducing their portion of the Education Tax
Requisition by an equivalent amount.

Alberta Urban Municipalities Association

Assessment Model Review – Wells & Pipelines
Background
The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and the Associate Ministry of Natural Gas and
Electricity have been jointly leading a confidential stakeholder engagement process
on assessment model changes for wells and pipelines since January 2020.
Stakeholders involved, in addition to AUMA, include:
• Rural Municipalities Association
• Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
• Canadian Energy Pipeline Association
• Explorers and Producers Association of Canada
• Canadian Property Taxpayers Association
The process was embargoed until late July, at which time AUMA and RMA, and their
members, started speaking out about their concerns with the proposed changes.
The provincial government has stated that the goal of the review is to modernize the
assessment model for oil and gas properties to enhance industry competitiveness,
while ensuring municipal viability.
Four scenarios (labeled A, B, C and D) propose a mix of changes to the assessment of
oil and gas wells, pipelines, and associated M&E including:
• Increased depreciation rates
o Scenario D, which has the greatest negative impacts for municipalities, proposes:
 to reduce the assessed value of a well by 85 % after 16 years; and
 an overall 85% reduction in assessed value of pipelines when fully depreciated.
• Introducing adjustment factors applied to deep horizontal wells, SAGD wells, and/or
pipes greater than 10 inches.
• Changing what types of construction costs are assessed.
• Changing the land assessment value based on the property’s state of depreciation.

Impacts to
Municipalities
Depending on the scenario,
total loss of municipal tax
revenues in the first year will
$117 million to $301 million.
After year 1, the steeper
depreciation rates will lead to
further declines in assessment
in future years. The greatest
losses in tax revenues will be
in rural municipalities. Many
municipalities will be forced
to increase residential and/or
non-residential taxes; and/or
reduce service levels and staff.
Some may also have to review
their viability and consider
amalgamation.

Average Change in Assessment – Year 1
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Alberta Urban Municipalities Association

Assessment Model Review – Wells & Pipelines
If the province were to implement Scenario D, municipal districts would collect approximately $70 million less in
education property taxes in year 1, and this tax burden would then shift to residences and businesses in urban
municipalities.

Shortcomings of the Proposed Models
•
•

•
•

Mainly benefits large oil and gas companies.
No guarantee that the tax savings will be
reinvested in Alberta through new jobs or
capital investment.
Tax reductions are permanent even if
commodity prices change.
Uses assessment methodology to meet tax
policy goals, which violates the principles of
property assessment.

•
•

•

•

Puts the sustainability of cost-sharing agreements
and viability of small communities at risk.
Shifts a greater share of provincial education
property tax onto other residences and
businesses.
Shifts a greater share of the new police costing
model onto towns and villages with under 5,000
population.
Province has not shared a forecast of the longterm impacts.

Who we are

Potential Solutions
•
•
•

Abandon changes to the assessment model in favour
of incentive-based tax reductions for companies
investing in Alberta.
Alberta Energy develop programs and incentives for oil
and gas companies.
Province shares in any tax reductions by reducing
education property taxes.

The Alberta Urban Municipalities Association
represents urban municipalities including
cities, towns, villages, summer villages and
specialized municipalities and more than 85%
of Albertans. It is a dynamic and evolving
association, advocating the interests of
members to the provincial and federal orders
of government and other stakeholders.

310-AUMA | advocacy@auma.ca | auma.ca
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Assessment Model Review – Presentation Outline
1. Background and Regulated Assessment Model Overview
2. Review Process and Proposed Changes
3. Analysis of Impacts
4. Shortcomings of Proposed Changes
5. Potential Alternative Solutions
6. Next Steps for AUMA and Members

•
•
•
•
•
•

This presentation is laid out in sections in order to build up your knowledge of the Assessment Model for
Regulated Properties, such as Wells and Pipelines
explain the changes to the model as being contemplated by the Provincial Government
identify the impacts of those changes
the problems with those proposed changes
Identify alternative solutions
And lastly, what the next steps are for AUMA and its Members
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Background and Purpose of the
Assessment Model Review
• The Government of Alberta states that the goal of the review is to
modernize the assessment model for oil and gas properties to
enhance industry competitiveness while ensuring municipal
viability.
• To-date the review has focused on the following properties:
• Oil and gas wells and pipelines
• Machinery and equipment (M&E) associated with well sites and facilities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As many of you know, the Government of Alberta has been undertaking a review of the assessment model
for regulated properties.
At this time, this review only encompasses oil and gas wells, pipelines, and machinery and equipment that is
associated with oil and gas wells and facilities.
In January of this year, Municipal Affairs and the Associate Ministry of Natural Gas and Electricity initiated a
confidential stakeholder engagement process as part of the review.
During this time, all parties involved in the engagement process, including AUMA, were embargoed from
sharing detailed information regarding the review.
In late July, the parties were informed that the confidential portion of the process was complete, so we are
now able to inform you about what the review has entailed to date.
Earlier this week, we sent emails to all members providing initial details on how the Assessment Model
Review could impact your municipality.
RMA and its members have been very active in addressing the government and MLAs over the past couple
of weeks and we expect they will continue their efforts in the coming weeks.
AUMA has worked closely with RMA during the stakeholder process and is aligned with them on numerous
concerns about what the province is proposing; however, we must discuss and solidify the views of AUMA
members to ensure that the urban perspective is also heard by the province.
It is common process for the province to review assessment policy on a regular basis, the current proposals
on the table and the scope of engagement on this file are unique.
The Government of Alberta has stated that the goal of the review is to modernize the assessment model for
oil and gas properties to enhance industry competitiveness, while ensuring municipal viability.
As mentioned, to‐date the review has only focused on oil and gas wells, pipelines, and machinery and
equipment (M&E) associated with well sites and facilities.
The following pages provide background on regulated assessment and on the Assessment Model Review.
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Overview of Regulated Assessment
• Some property in Alberta is assessed using regulated rates (versus
a market-based system) because the property:
• Seldom sells in the open market;
• Crosses one or more municipal boundaries; or
• Is of a unique nature.

• Regulated property includes farmland, machinery and equipment,
and designated industrial property
• Designated industrial property includes oil and gas wells, pipelines,
railways, telecommunications, electric power systems, major industrial
plants, and other similar property

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The following, explains how regulated assessment is different from market‐based assessment.
Most residential and commercial properties in Alberta are assessed using a market‐based standard, where
there is sufficient information available to determine how much that property would sell for on the open
market between a willing buyer and seller.
In contrast, there are other types of property in Alberta that are assessed using regulated rates because the
property seldom sells in the open market, or it crosses a municipal boundary, or it has unique features that
the province wants to deal with through a regulated assessment model.
Properties that are assessed using a regulated model include farmland, machinery and equipment, and
designated industrial property.
Designated industrial property includes oil and gas wells, pipelines, railways, telecommunications systems,
and electric power systems.
Major industrial plants such as refineries and lumber mills are also considered designated industrial
property.
While most of these properties could be assessed at full market value by estimating future income to be
generated from the property, the province at one point in time felt these properties should be assessed
using a regulated approach so that they could achieve certain tax policy goals through adjustments to
assessment.
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How is Designated Industrial Property and Machinery
and Equipment (M&E) currently assessed?
A. Take the cost to construct the property less any excluded costs.
B. Apply an assessment year modifier to bring the construction
costs to current day value.
C. Less depreciation of the property per the provincial
government’s depreciation schedule policy.
D. Less any additional depreciation to reflect a specific loss in
property value.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The process to assess Designated Industrial Property and M&E is quite complex, but here is a quick break
down.
You start by taking the cost to construct the property and then remove any costs that are excluded under
the province’s assessment rules.
Then you apply an assessment year modifier to bring the construction cost to current day value.
This is similar to a price index and the rates are set each year by the Minister of Municipal Affairs.
The next step is to calculate the depreciation of the property, which is prescribed in the Minister’s
Guidelines.
Lastly, the assessor may deduct additional depreciation to reflect a specific loss in property value.
Let’s now move jump into the details of this current assessment model review.
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Stakeholders involved in the 2020 review
Municipal
• Alberta Urban Municipalities Association
• Rural Municipalities Association
Industry
• Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
• Canadian Energy Pipeline Association
• Canadian Property Taxpayers Association
• Explorers and Producers Association of Canada

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Technical Review of the assessment models was previously completed in 2018 and 2019 which focused on
the Minister’s Guidelines for M&E and wells and pipeline.
Industry associations were part of that review.
Certain municipal assessors were also part of the review, but they were told that they could not discuss the
review with their municipality or the Alberta Assessors’ Association.
That technical review took about a year and a half, but the recommendations put forth by the committee
were never implemented.
AUMA was aware of the technical review but was not invited to participate in that work.
Then in January of this year, both AUMA and RMA were invited to participate in a stakeholder engagement
process on the assessment model.
Four industry associations were also represented in the process.
Again, this work was embargoed, so instead of being able to consult members, AUMA and RMA consulted
experts in tax policy and data analysis to support our involvement in the review.
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What is being proposed?
• Four scenarios propose a mix of changes to the assessment of
oil and gas wells, pipelines, and associated M&E including:
 Change in use of the Construction Cost Report Guide
 Increased depreciation rates
 Adjustment factor applied to deep horizontal wells, SAGD wells, and/or
pipes greater than 10 inches
 Change in land assessment value based on the property’s state of
depreciation

• Depending on the scenario, total loss of municipal tax
revenues in the first year could be $117 million to $301 million.
• Currently under review by cabinet.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

During this review process, the province developed four scenarios.
The 4 scenarios developed, were labeled as Scenario A, B, C and D.
Each scenario proposed various technical changes to the assessment model with the underlying goal of
reducing the amount of property tax that the oil and gas industry pays for its property.
The scenarios propose a mix of changes including:
1.
Changing what types of costs are assessed,
2.
Changing the depreciation rates to reduce the value of assessment,
3.
Introducing adjustment factors for specific types of property such as deep horizontal wells, pipes
that are over 10 inches in diameter, and steam assisted gravity drainage wells, or more commonly
known as SAGD [SAG‐D] wells; and
4.
Changing the land assessment value based on the property’s age and where it stands on the
depreciation schedule.
Overall, if any of these scenarios were to be implemented, the total estimated loss in municipal tax revenue
in just the first year would be between $117 million and $301 million.
The majority of the loss in assessment is in rural municipalities, but there are impacts on urban
municipalities too, which I’ll talk about in a couple of minutes.
We must be clear that AUMA was not involved in designing these scenarios.
While AUMA and RMA would have liked to come to the table with solutions, and in fact we did bring other
solutions forward, we found that our role was limited to questioning the intent and reasonableness of the
proposed changes and seeking justification on why the principles of assessment were being violated to
achieve specific taxation policy goals.
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Proposals for Assessment of Wells
Current

Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

Base Costs

Per CCRG

CCRG costs are
removed

CCRG costs are
removed

CCRG costs are
removed

CCRG costs are
removed

Depreciation

67% of asset value

Begin at 90% of
asset value and
reduce to 10% after
16 years

Begin at 75% of
asset value and
reduce to 10% after
16 years

Begin at 75% of
asset value and
reduce to 10% after
16 years

Begin at 75% of
asset value and
reduce to 10% after
16 years

Additional
Depreciation

Production

None

None

None

0.10 for zero
production

Land Assessment

Rates ranging from
1,766 to 12,792

No change

Reduced to zero
when maximum
depreciation is
reached

Reduced to zero
when maximum
depreciation is
reached

Reduce single pad
wells by 70% and
multi-pad wells by
88%

Adjustment Factor

None

Factor of 0.65
applied to deep
horizontal wells

Factor of 0.65
applied to deep
horizontal wells and
0.80 applied to
SAGD wells

Factor of 0.65
applied to SAGD
wells

Factor of 0.65
applied to SAGD
wells

Source: RMA’s Assessment Model Review – Outcomes Summary Report, August 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The next three slides provide a high‐level overview of some of the proposed changes under each scenario.
This table shows the proposed changes for the assessment of Wells.
Focusing on Scenario D as it proposes the most significant impact to municipal finances.
The most notable item is the proposal to change the depreciation schedule.
Currently, when a new well is built, its value is automatically depreciated to 67% of its construction cost and
then it remains at that level for the life of the asset.
This measure was implemented in the late 80’s or early 90’s to adjust to an assessment shift and has
remained there ever since.
Scenario D proposes to change the depreciation schedule so that a new well will be assessed at 75% of its
asset value at the beginning and then drops by 8 per cent in the first year, and then 4 per cent per year
thereafter until year 16 when it reaches the maximum depreciation of 10 per cent of its value.
Scenario D also proposes to reduce the current land assessment values for single pad wells by 70 per cent
and reduce multi‐pad wells by 88 per cent.
The last point to mention is Scenario D proposes to add an adjustment factor that reduces the assessment
of a SAGD well by an additional 35 per cent.
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Proposals for Assessment of Pipelines
Current

Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

Base Costs

Per CCRG

CCRG costs are
removed

CCRG costs are
removed

CCRG costs are
removed

CCRG costs are
removed

Depreciation

67% of asset value

Pipes <10” begin at
90% of asset value
and reduce to 10%
after 16 years and
pipes >10” max
after 26 years

Pipes <10” begin at
90% of asset value
and reduce to 10%
after 16 years and
pipes >10” max
after 26 years

Pipes <10” begin at
75% of asset value
and reduce to 10%
after 16 years and
pipes >10” max
after 26 years

Pipes <10” begin at
75% of asset value
and reduce to 10%
after 16 years and
pipes >10” max
after 26 years

Multi line adjustment

Not applicable

0.80 factor applied
to pipes >10”

0.80 factor applied
to pipes >10”

0.80 factor applied
to pipes >10”

0.70 factor applied
to pipes >10”

Additional
Depreciation

Production

0.95 for CFB Suffield

0.95 for CFB Suffield

0.95 for CFB Suffield

0.95 for CFB Suffield

Land Assessment

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Adjustment Factor

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Age

Not applicable

Updated to reflect
new information

Updated to reflect
new information

Updated to reflect
new information

Updated to reflect
new information

Source: RMA’s Assessment Model Review – Outcomes Summary Report, August 2020

•
•
•

This table outlines the proposed changes to the assessment of Pipelines.
Again, Scenario D proposes to change the depreciation schedule to reduce assessment values and proposes
different depreciation rates depending on the diameter of the pipe.
Certain costs associated with the Construction Cost Reporting Guide, or CCRG, would be removed and an
adjustment factor would be applied to pipes over 10 inches in diameter.
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Scenario D: Depreciation schedule for active wells
80%
70%
60%

Scenario D proposes to
reduce the assessed
value of a well by 85%
after 16 years.

Depreciation

Example

In year 16, the asset is
depreciated to 10%,
representing an 85%
reduction in value
compared to the current
assessment model.

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Asset age (years)
Current

Proposed

Source: RMA’s Summary of Changes to Depreciation Report, August 2020

•

For context, this graph shows how depreciation would change under Scenario D, which is the scenario that
has the greatest impact on assessment values.
• Currently, an active well will be assessed at 67 per cent of its construction cost every year, no matter its age
as long as the well is producing.
• As mentioned, Scenario D proposes to increase the starting rate of depreciation to 75 per cent of the asset
value, but then drop by 8 per cent in year one, and then 4 per cent each year thereafter.
• Once the well has been active for 16 years, then it will reach its maximum depreciation and only be
assessed at 10 per cent of its value.
• Overall, this results in an 85 per cent reduction in a well’s assessed value after 16 years of operation.
• The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, or CAPP, reports that the average oil or natural gas well
will operate for 20 to 30 years.
[REFERENCE: https://www.capp.ca/explore/life‐cycle‐of‐a‐
well/#:~:text=The%20average%20life%20span%20of%20an%20oil%20or%20natural,is%2020%20to%2030%20y
ears.]
• This means that industry would only pay 10 per cent of a property’s value for many years of its remaining
operating life.
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Scenario D: Depreciation schedule for active pipelines
80%

Example

60%
Depreciation

Scenario D proposes
different depreciation
schedules based on size
of pipeline, but the
overall impact is an 85%
reduction in assessed
value of pipelines when
fully depreciated.

3-year gain in assessment.

70%

85% reduction
in value
compared to
the current
assessment
model.

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Asset age (years)
Current

Proposed - Pipes <10 inches

Proposed - Pipes >10 inches

Source: RMA’s Summary of Changes to Depreciation Report, August 2020

•
•
•

This graph shows the proposed change in depreciation schedules for pipelines.
Similar to wells, pipelines are currently depreciated at a flat rate of 67 per cent of asset value per year.
Scenario D proposes to increase the starting rate to 75 per cent for the first four years and then drop each
year thereafter depending on whether the pipe is smaller or larger than 10 inches in diameter.
• The outcome still results in an 85 per cent reduction in value compared to today’s model.
• What is interesting to note is that industry is proposing to depreciate a pipeline to 10 per cent of asset value
after only 16 or 26 years, but a 2016 story by Enbridge states that pipelines actually have an indefinite
lifespan if they are property operated, monitored and maintained.
[REFERNCE: https://www.enbridge.com/stories/2016/september/line‐5‐segment‐well‐built‐well‐maintained‐
pipeline]
• As such, a pipeline could continue to operate for many years but only pay a fraction of the property tax that
any other type of property would pay based on its value.
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Average Change in Total Assessment in Year 1
0%
-2%

Charter City

Mid-sized City

Towns

Villages

-0.1%-0.1%-0.1%-0.1%

-0.1%-0.1%-0.1%-0.1%

-0.3%-0.3%-0.3%-0.4%

-0.6%-0.6%-0.6%-0.6%

Summer Villages

Specialized
Municipalities

Municipal Districts

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
-2.5%

-4%

-3.0%
-3.4%
-4.7%

-6%
-8%

-7.9%

-10%

-9.5%

-12%

-11.4%

-14%
-14.7%

-16%
Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

• After year 1, the steeper depreciation rates will lead to further
declines in assessment in future years.
Note: Figures are based on 2018 equalized assessment.

•
•
•
•
•
•

When looking at the big picture, here is how assessment would change in the first year if one of the
scenarios is implemented.
The light blue bars represent Scenario A with the darkest blue representing Scenario D.
The reduction in assessment values for most cities, towns, villages and summer villages would be minimal
because the vast majority of wells and pipelines are located within rural municipalities.
The graph shows that the average municipal district would see a loss of between 8 to 15 per cent in
assessment, depending on the scenario.
A reminder that this only represents the changes in year 1.
Unfortunately, the province has not provided any forecasts of the long‐term impacts, but it is understood
that there would be further reductions associated with the depreciation rates.
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Projected Impact on Municipal Districts/Counties
Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

Average change in total revenue

-7%

-8%

-10%

-13%

Highest gain in total revenue

13%

11%

n/a

n/a

Highest loss in total revenue

-31%

-32%

-32%

-34%

56%

66%

77%

84%

% of municipal districts that lose
more than 5% of total revenue

• The loss in revenue will force rural municipalities to:
• Increase residential taxes and/or non-residential taxes;
• Reduce service levels and staff;
• Reduce costs in other areas, or a combination of all approaches.
• Risk to viability for some municipal districts.

Note: Based on figures provided by AB Municipal Affairs and RMA and own calculations
using 2018 equalized assessment and 2019 property tax rates.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Over the past two weeks, many municipal districts put out news releases talking about the how much
revenue they could lose if the proposals went forward.
Each municipal district is impacted differently depending on the amount of wells and pipelines within their
boundaries, and it also depends on the type of wells and size of pipelines because the proposals suggest
different treatment for SAGD wells vs. deep horizontal wells.
Under Scenario A and B, five municipal districts would actually see an increase in assessment, resulting in an
increase in revenue.
However, the vast majority of municipal districts would experience a decline in assessment values and
property tax revenue.
In some cases, a few municipal districts would lose over 30 per cent of their revenue.
In general terms, the average municipal district would experience a revenue loss of approximately 7 to 13
per cent, depending on the scenario.
These are big numbers that would force municipal districts to consider major changes such as:
‐
Significant increases to residential or non‐residential tax rates,
‐
Reduce staff and service levels, or a combination of both.
For context, industry is advocating for Scenario D, and if implemented, RMA has communicated that the
average municipal district would need to increase their residential mill rate by over 200 per cent or their
non‐residential mill rate by over 35 per cent to recoup the lost revenue.
RMA has even suggested that some municipal districts might not be viable if Scenario C or D were to be
implemented.
AUMA supports RMA and its members, with the position that amending the Assessment Model is an
improper method to support the Oil and Gas industry, it is to be remembered that while a 200 per cent
increase in residential tax rates would be excessive in the short term, urban municipalities have long noted
the significant difference in residential rates between urban and rural municipalities.
In 2018, the average municipal district’s residential mill rate was half the amount of the average rate for a
town or village.
When you consider that rural residents can access all the same recreation and social programs that are
offered in urban municipalities, and if a fair cost‐sharing agreement is in place, then rural residential tax
rates should likely be more equitable with urban tax rates.
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Average Change in Total Revenue for Urban
Municipalities
Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

Charter Cities

-0.05%

-0.06%

-0.06%

-0.06%

Mid-Sized Cities

-0.07%

-0.07%

-0.07%

-0.08%

Towns

-0.17%

-0.17%

-0.18%

-0.18%

Villages

-0.23%

-0.24%

-0.25%

-0.26%

Summer Villages

-0.03%

-0.03%

-0.03%

-0.03%

Specialized Municipalities

-1.97%

-2.47%

-2.87%

-4.06%

Town of Sundre

-0.84%

-0.96%

-0.96%

-0.99%

Town of Swan Hills

-1.24%

-0.93%

-1.28%

-1.39%

Village of Chauvin

-2.63%

-2.62%

-2.64%

-2.67%

Notable losses in total revenue

Note: Based on figures provided by AB Municipal Affairs and RMA and own calculations
using 2018 equalized assessment and 2019 property tax rates.

•
•
•
•
•
•

As for urban municipalities, the direct impact on revenue looks quite different.
In most cases, cities, towns, villages and summer villages will see revenue losses of 0.1 per cent to 0.3
percent.
The losses are more severe for municipalities such as Sundre, Swan Hills, and Chauvin where losses could
range between 0.8 to 2.7 per cent.
In Chauvin’s case, to recoup their revenue, they would be looking at a 19 per cent increase to their
residential mill rate or over 50 per cent for their non‐residential mill rate.
Calgary could lose up to $2.3 million in tax revenue and Edmonton would lose over $3 million.
Other notables are the Town of Drayton Valley would lose up to $245,000 and the Town of Sundre would
lose up to $95,000.
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Projected Impact on Urban Municipalities
• A proportion of provincial education property taxes will shift onto
urban property owners.
• Urban municipalities under 5,000 population will be responsible for
a greater portion of costs under the new police costing model due
to the program’s link to assessment.
• Risk to the sustainability of cost-sharing agreements and viability
of small communities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The far bigger issues for urban municipalities are the indirect outcomes for programs that are linked to
assessment.
Since education property taxes are based on assessment, the reduction in assessment in rural municipalities
could mean that urban municipalities become responsible for a greater portion of provincial education
property taxes (detailed on next page).
The new police costing model is also linked to assessment values so the reduction in rural assessment
would result in a slight cost increase in police costs for towns and villages that are under 5,000 population.
Lastly, AUMA is aware that many rural municipalities are approaching their neighbouring town or village and
warning that if the province implements any of these scenarios, then any current cost sharing agreements
with urban neighbours could be at risk.
This is problematic as ICF agreements are not about revenue sharing, these are cost‐sharing agreements.
If there is a cost to deliver a service and it is being used by both urban and rural residents, then there should
be no reason why a cost‐sharing agreement becomes invalid.
We encourage members to be diligent in using the existing legislative tools to ensure that you create or
maintain a fair cost‐sharing agreement for the benefit of your residents and businesses.
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Education property tax will shift from rural to
urban municipalities
Average change in education property taxes by scenario in Year 1
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Assumption: The figures assume that the province will continue to collect at least $940 million in
education property taxes from non-residential properties despite the reduction in assessment.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Currently, the province collects approximately $2.6 Billion in total education property taxes, and of that
amount $940 million is from non‐residential properties.
If the province were to proceed with amending the Assessment model as indicated, then rural assessment
values will drop.
What isn’t clear is whether the province is willing to take a corresponding reduction in education property
taxes.
If the province still wants to collect at least $940 million in education property taxes from non‐residential
properties, then property owners in urban municipalities will be forced to pick up the tab.
Under Scenario D, municipal districts would collect approximately $70 million less in education property
taxes, and this tax burden would then shift to urban municipalities.
$50 million would shift onto Calgary and Edmonton non‐residential taxpayers and the remaining $20 million
would be spread over all other municipalities.
The graph shows us what the outcome would be for the average municipality.
For example, under Scenario D, the average municipal district would see their education property taxes
reduce by 26 per cent in that year.
However, the average town would see their education property taxes increase by 10 per cent and the
average village would increase be 7 per cent.
This is very concerning and would present significant political challenges for municipal elected officials to
explain why property taxes are increasing to that degree.
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Policing costs will shift from rural to urban
municipalities
Average change in Year 2 policing costs if the
Assessment Model Review scenarios are implemented
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Note: Calculated based on 2018 equalized assessments and does not account for
changes in policing costs associated with the phase-in from year 1 to year 2.

•
•
•
•

Another indirect outcome of the assessment review model is that a reduction in rural assessment values
would force towns and villages under 5,000 population to pay more under the new police costing model.
This is because the base amount under the police costing model is calculated based on 50 per cent
population and 50 per cent assessment.
For example, under Scenario D, the average municipal district would pay 3.9 per cent less in policing costs in
2021 but the average village would pay 3.7 per cent more.
For most villages, this only amounts to a few hundred dollars, but you should still be aware of this potential
outcome.
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Shortcomings of the Proposed Models

(1 of 2)

1. Mainly benefits large oil and gas companies.
2. No guarantee that the tax savings will be reinvested in Alberta
through new jobs or capital investment.
3. Tax reductions are permanent even if commodity prices change.
4. Adds to the lack of transparency of how the oil and gas industry
is supported through government policy.

•

Beyond the financial impacts that have been noted, there are additional shortcomings of the proposed
assessment model changes:
1.
The Assessment changes mainly benefit large oil and gas companies and smaller operators will see no
change in assessment or in some cases an increase in their assessment.
2.
There is no guarantee that any, or all of the tax savings will be reinvested in Alberta through the
creation of new jobs or capital investment.
3.
Much of Alberta’s oil and gas property is owned by international companies and so any tax reduction
in Alberta could end up being invested in other parts of the world or help support annual shareholder
returns.
4.
Another shortcoming is that the tax reductions would be permanent even if commodity prices return
to more profitable levels.
5.
The proposals also add to the lack of transparency that already exists around how the oil and gas
industry is supported through government policy.
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Shortcomings of the Proposed Models

(2 of 2)

5. Uses assessment methodology to meet tax policy goals, which
violates the principles of property assessment.
6. Shifts a greater share of provincial education property tax onto
urban municipalities.
7. Shifts a greater share of the new police costing model onto
towns and villages under 5,000 population.
8. Province has not shared a forecast of the long-term impacts.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Further, this review focuses on using assessment methodology to meet tax policy goals.
 This violates the principles of property assessment which is to assess property based on its true
value.
As noted, our analysis shows that these assessment model changes will likely shift a greater share of
education property tax onto urban municipalities.
Towns and villages that are part of the new police costing model would also be faced with a cost increase
due to the model’s linkage to equalized assessment.
 AUMA has raised this concern with Alberta Justice and Solicitor General.
Lastly, the province has not provided any information about the potential long‐term impacts of changing
the assessment model. The assessment and tax revenue changes reflected in this presentation are only
for year 1 – one can only imagine the further reductions in subsequent years.
 The province’s approach is short‐sighted and looks to implement a permanent solution to a
problem with an unknown future.
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Limited Benefit for Small Oil and Gas Companies
Scenario D
Companies with
Property Valued at
Over $500 million

% of Oil & Gas
Companies with
Property in AB

% of Total
Assessment
Base

Average Tax
Savings

% of Total
Savings

% of
Companies with
Tax Increases

3.6%

62.1%

($7,184,488)

71.7%

-

$100-$500 million

8.4%

26.6%

($868,011)

20.2%

6%

$20-$100 million

13.1%

8.8%

($176,215)

6.4%

8%

$1-20 million

30.3%

2.3%

($18,828)

1.6%

16%

Under $1 million

44.7%

0.2%

($819)

0.1%

29%

• Small companies are more likely to have offices in small urban municipalities –
they would not benefit from the proposal and in some cases would actually
experience an increase in their property taxes.
Source: RMA’s Assessment Model Review – Outcomes Summary Report, August 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As mentioned, the proposed changes mainly only benefit the largest oil and gas companies.
This table shows what companies benefit under scenario D.
The biggest players that have over $500 million in assessable property represents 27 companies that
operate in Alberta.
Those 27 companies have 62 per cent of the oil and gas assessment base but would receive 72 per cent of
the tax savings under this scenario.
If you combine the bottom two rows, then you are talking about 75 per cent of the oil and gas companies
operating in Alberta.
They make up 2.5 percent of the assessment base but would only receive 1.7 per cent of the tax savings.
Furthermore, when looking at the right column, you see that up to 1 in 3 of those companies would actually
see the value of their property increase under Scenario D.
This is not the kind of outcome we want for small oil and gas players who likely need the most support to
remain competitive in this environment. These are also the oil and gas companies that work and live in our
communities.
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Potential Solutions
Short-term
1. Abandon changes to the assessment model in favour of
incentive-based tax reductions for companies investing in
Alberta.
2. Programs and incentives from Alberta Energy.
3. Province should share in any assessment loss by reducing
education property taxes.
Long-term
1. Review the entire Provincial and Municipal Tax regime to strike the correct
competitive and government resource requirements

•

Up to this point, we have identified a broad spectrum of concerns that AUMA has with the Assessment
Model Review process and the proposals being pushed by industry and the province.
• That said, AUMA recognizes that current oil and gas prices are creating an extremely challenging
environment for industry and that tax supports may be needed.
• However, changing the assessment model is not the appropriate method to support industry.
• To maintain a transparent system, property should be assessed based on its true value, and then if there is a
desire to provide tax incentives, those should be addressed through taxation tools, not the assessment
system.
• Adjusting the assessment model on a permanent basis offers no ability to measure whether the changes are
meeting the policy goals.
• There are other approaches that can be taken to address the effects of the currently low price of oil and
provide companies of all sizes with financial supports, while also promoting investment in Alberta.
• In the short‐term (say the next 1 to 3 years), there could be incentive‐based tax reductions for companies
investing in Alberta’s communities.
• For example, assess the property at its true value, but offer a reduced tax rate for a temporary period based
on requirements that the savings are reinvested in Alberta.
• The experts from Alberta Energy should have a role in putting programs in place that support the oil and gas
industry.
• Also, if the province is committed to changing the assessment model, then AUMA would expect the
province to share in the loss by reducing the amount of education property taxes collected from non‐
residential properties.
• If it is desired to put a program in place to provide incentives to the oil and gas industry, we would assert
that those incentives be:
o
o
o
•

contingent on proof of investment in Alberta;
available to companies of all sizes (equitable to both large and small companies); and
be time limited.

If a reduction in property taxes is considered essential, then the approach should be readily identifiable as a
tax policy incentive, not buried in the assessment methodology.
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•
•
•

At the end of the day, the province needs to consider how a change to oil and gas
assessment is going to impact municipalities.
For rural municipalities, the current proposals would have a direct hit to their top line
revenue.
For most urban municipalities, the impact is more indirect with increases to education
property taxes, policing costs, and possibly a restructuring of cost‐sharing agreements.
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Next Steps
• AUMA’s Board and Administration will be meeting with:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

RMA
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP)
Explorers and Producers Association of Canada (EPAC)
Alberta Assessors’ Association (AAA)
Alberta Chamber of Commerce
Minister of Energy
Associate Minister of Natural Gas and Electricity

• Prepare and distribute materials for members
o Template letter(s) to MLAs
o Information / summary for MLAs and media

• Member action

o Draft and send letters
o Meet with MLAs
o Make statements to media

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As mentioned throughout this document, AUMA stands beside and supports the same position as RMA,
specifically that;
o Amendments to the Regulated Assessment model, in a non‐holistic way is absolutely the wrong
way to tackle the Oil and Gas competitive industry issue
o And the 2nd review objective, to ensure Municipal Viability is maintained – is miserably not
achieved
AUMA believes that the Associations and urban rural neighboring communities must collaborate and work
together to communicate to its residences and businesses, the dramatic and drastic effects these potential
Assessment model changes will have to their communities.
BUT – AUMA is clearing stating that some of the suggestions that cost‐sharing agreements are at risk, is
disingenuous when it is well known that ICFs are legally mandated and that there are urban services that
rural residents and businesses use on a daily basis.
It must be reiterated to and stressed ‐ that ICFs are about cost‐sharing, not revenue‐sharing so despite any
changes in revenue sources, there are options available to ensure those agreements continue as planned
without any impact on urban municipalities.
Beyond those concerns, our primary goal is to identify alternative solutions.
AUMA will be meeting with representatives from CAPP and EPAC to discuss solutions that benefit industry
and minimize detrimental impacts to municipalities.
We would like to meet with the Alberta Assessors’ Association as well to learn more about their positions
on the proposed model changes, and what they have communicated to the province.
We are also arranging meetings with the Minister of Energy and the Associate Minister of Natural Gas and
Electricity to propose alternative approaches to supporting the oil and gas industry that would not threaten
municipal viability and intermunicipal cooperation.
We would like you to make your voice heard too.
Contact your MLAs and the relevant Ministers and share your views. You may even want to reach out to the
media and make a statement.
AUMA staff will be providing members with template letters and a concise summary document on the
Assessment Model Review to provide to MLAs and the media.
While some members may have already contacted their MLAs, we hope that with these tools more of you
will reach out to MLAs, Ministers and the media and communicate your views on how the proposed
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assessment model changes will impact your municipality, your neighbours, or all
municipalities.
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Thank you
• Further input or questions can be emailed to advocacy@auma.ca.
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